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Abstract
Background: Potential years of life lost (PYLL) rate describes the number of years lost due to preventable premature death in a population. This is equal to the loss of human capital. Cause-specific
PYLL-rates provide information for public health policy. Methods: PYLL-rate is calculated as an
absolute difference between the age at death and the assumed length of life. Causes of preventable
deaths are defined and classified according to International Classification of Diseases version 10
(ICD-10) as determined by World Health Organization. PYLL rate is age-standardized and expressed per 100,000 persons. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
standard of 70 years was applied as the expected length of life in Saint Petersburg (Russia), Edmonton (Canada), and Helsinki (Finland). Results: There were very big differences in PYLL rates of
all causes of death between the countries compared. Total PYLL-rates were the lowest in Helsinki,
slightly higher in Edmonton, and the highest in Saint Petersburg. The intercity differences in the
total of PYLL-rates were considerably smaller among women than men. In each city, the three
most prevalent causes of premature death were injuries, cancer and cardiovascular diseases.
Magnitudes of these causes varied between the three cities. Conclusions: PYLL rate provides comparable and sensitive information about the health related well-being of a population concerning
all preventable causes of death as well as cause-specific premature deaths. The study demonstrates that the reduction of cause-specific PYLL-rates is possible. It provides supplementary information for planning of health policies and evaluation of effectiveness of past interventions. Results demonstrate that these actions need to differ between countries and localities.
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1. Background
Internationally, different parameters describing mortality are used as indicators of health and measures for wellbeing [1] [2] of a population or its part. Total mortality rate of the population is the weighted average of the
mortality of different age groups. Mortality rates are also used as a basis when counting average of expected
length of life of a population. Internationally, the mortality statistics can be considered among the most comparable, although the procedures of registering and classifying mortality rates differ in different countries.
Potential years of life lost (PYLL) rate is used for reviewing time of death in relation to life expectancy [1] [3].
It is a sensitive way to describe premature deaths. PYLL-rates are calculated from death certificates or death
registers. PYLL-rate takes into account not only the number of deaths, but also the age of each deceased individual at the time of death and only those deaths that are considered preventable. The classifications of deaths
into preventable and avoidable should not be confused. The longer the length of life expectancy applied in calculation of PYLL, the more similar are the PYLL-rates and the standardized mortality rates.
PYLL-rate is one of the most used well-being parameters in the world. It is used by the World Bank, OECD,
World Health Organization (WHO) and European Union (EU) when assessing well-being of a population in
different countries. In Canada, PYLL-rates have been monitored annually for almost 40 years nationally and in
provinces, territories and counties. In Finland, municipal PYLL-rates have been monitored systematically since
2003 [4]. In Russia, PYLL-rates in 2013 were calculated for the first time as a part of an EU-funded and Northern Dimension Partnership in Public Health and Social Well-being coordinated project (Healthier People) in
Saint Petersburg, a city with about 5 million people.
A large city from each of the three countries (Canada, Finland and Russia) was chosen to be compared. It was
known that in these countries, the selected cities are in North, there are large intra-country (between urban and
rural populations) differences in morbidity and mortality, and these cities are known to administer goal oriented
health policy. In addition, since there were PYLL-rates available for Helsinki, Finland and Edmonton, Canada,
and the PYLL-rates could be calculated for Saint Petersburg, Russia, the condition of human capital (in terms of
premature deaths) and the causes of health loss could be analysed in these three countries via these cities. This
was possible after the development of a digitalized death register in Saint Petersburg about three years ago. Results of the analyses will provide objective information about the health status and causes of health loss of these
three different populations with exactly the same methodology.
PYLL-rate was originally used in epidemiology, but later it has also been used as a monitoring method in national economy and health economics. By combining information acquired from PYLL-rate with information
from other indicators, the effects of health policies and of other previous measures in a national economy can be
reviewed. By monitoring PYLL during a long period of time, conclusions can be made as to whether health related well-being of a population is developing into a better or a worse direction. The monetary value of loss of
human capital can be calculated for certain diseases (e.g., cardiovascular diseases and diabetes, alcohol-related
diseases, cancers, suicides, accidents and poisonings) by proportioning the potential years of life lost to the per
capita yearly gross national product. The indicator offers a possibility to suggest necessary priorities and measures in promoting health in order of economic importance.
Performance of the Canadian management is monitored by Balanced-Score-Card technique including the
PYLL-values of the target population to monitor progress in improving the health of the Canadian population.
PYLL-rates have been declining in Canada with cancer, CVD, injuries (both intentional and unintentional) and
chronic respiratory diseases. However, these are still the leading causes of premature death among Canadians
[3].
The Finnish national PYLL-rate is slightly worse than the Canadian one although it has improved considerably in the last 30 years due to prevention of cardiovascular diseases. However, due to the failure in national alcohol policies, the Finnish PYLL-rates due to alcohol related diseases have worsened alarmingly in the last few
years [1].
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Objectives of this research were to describe, measure, and compare the premature losses of human capital of
the population measured by potential years of life lost (PYLL rate) in Edmonton, Helsinki, and Saint Petersburg
and to provide additional information and insight for defining priorities in health policy in each country.

2. Data and Methods
For comparing countries, the data used was country-based information on potential years of life lost published
by the OECD [1] [3]. For comparing the municipal situation in Finland, Canada and Russia, information on individual deaths and calculations of PYLL provided by Statistics Finland, Statistics Canada, and Statistics Russia
were used.
Since there was a limitation in the availability PYLL-rates for Canadian, Russian and Finnish municipalities,
PYLL-rates were calculated with the exactly same methodology where electronic death registers were accessible.
Corresponding cities were selected: Edmonton (Canada), Helsinki (Finland) and Saint Petersburg (Russia). Criteria for selecting these cities also included demographic characteristics of the populations, as well as the notion
that city administrations were prepared to launch interventions for the reduction of cause-specific PYLL-rates.
Calculation of PYLL-rates was based on the main cause of death in the death certificates classified by the international classification of diseases, ICD-10 [5] [6]. Basic preventable causes of death have been classified in
12 main categories and 15 sub-categories by WHO (Table 1).
PYLL-rates for Edmonton, Helsinki, and Saint Petersburg were calculated specifically for this international
comparison, using the age 70 years as the cut-off point. In each city, the age-standardization was based on
OECD standard population. In Canada, calculations were carried out by Surveillance and Assessment Branch at
the Alberta Ministry of Health. In Finland, exactly the same calculations were made by Finnish Consulting
Group (FCG), and in Russia, the same were made by Medical Information and Analyses Centre (MIAC) in Saint
Petersburg.
Calculating the potential years of life lost rate
A potential year of life lost means that an individual dies younger than what his/her life expectancy is. The
calculation of the PYLL rate is based on the following pattern [1] [7]:
Basic formula

PYLLi t =
Σ ( l − a ) ( d at pat )( pa pn ) ∗100000
In the pattern, I represent the population’s life expectancy, which is 70 years; dat is the number of deaths in a
certain age group in each municipality (i) during each year (t), pat is the number of population in an age group in
a certain municipality. pa is the number of standard population in a certain age group (OECD 1980) and Pn is the
total of standard population (0 - 69 years of age). The municipality-based PYLL rate was calculated according to
the municipality of residence of the deceased, regardless of the place of death.
Age grouping was done by division in five-year groups as in OECD countries, so that those under the age of
one and those from 1 - 4 formed their own classes. PYLL were calculated in the OECD as a one-year sum per
100,000 persons in Canada, Finland, and Russia [3] [8]. PYLL-rate was age-standardized using the direct method [7]-[9]. Standard deviations and 95% confidence intervals were calculated for the total and the cause specific PYLL rates of each municipality. In calculating the 95% confidence intervals, the number of deceased individuals as well as the PYLL of each deceased needed to be accounted for. In practice, the weights for each
potential year of life lost and each death were the same.
The calculation of the PYLL rate variance was based on the following pattern [10]-[12]:
Variance formula

VAR of PYLL =Σ ( C ∗ 2 × N × P × Q )
and based on this, the confidence intervals were calculated as follows:
Confidence interval formula
95% confidence interval of PYLL
=

( PYLL ) ± (1.96 ×

variance ( PYLL )

)

In the calculation of variance of PYLL rate, C represents the PYLL /death, N represents the age group’s person-years in the monitoring period, P is the mortality rate of the age group in the monitoring period (age group
deaths/N), and Q is 1 − P. The pattern was calculated by age groups, and the results added together.
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Table 1. Diagnostic groups of preventable causes of death in the potential years of life lost (PYLL) rate*.
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Diagnostic groups

Classification of diseases (ICD10)

All causes of death

A00-R99, V01-Y89

1. Infectious & parasitic diseases

A00-B99, J65A00-B99, J65

1.1. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) disease

B20-B24

2. Malignant neoplasms

C00-C97

2.1. Malignant neoplasms of colon, rectum, rect. junc., and anus

C18-C21

2.2. Malignant neoplasm of trachea, bronchus, lung

C33-C34

2.3. Malignant neoplasm of the female breast

C50

3. Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases and immunity disorders

E00-E90

3.1. Diabetes mellitus

E10-E14

4. Diseases of blood & blood forming organs

D50-D89

5. Mental and behavioural disorders

F00, F02, F04-F09, F11-F99

6. Dementia, Alzheimer’s disease

F01, F03, G30, R54 F01, F03, G30, R54

7. Diseases of nervous system and sense organs

G00-G29, G31.0, G31.1, G31.8-G62.0,
G62.2-G72.0, G72.2-H95

8. Diseases of circulatory system

I00-I42.5, I42.7-I99I00-I42.5, I42.7-I99

8.1. Ischaemic heart disease

I20-I25

8.2. Acute myocardial infarction, subsequent myocardial infarction

I21, I22

8.3. Cerebrovascular diseases

I60-I69

9. Diseases of respiratory system

J00-J64, J66-J99

9.1. Influenza and pneumonia

J10-J18, J84.9J10-J18, J84.9

9.2. Bronchitis, asthma and emphysema

J40-J47

10. Diseases of the digestive system

K00-K29.1, K29.3-K67, K71-K85, K86.1-K93

10.1. Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis

K73, K74, K76

11. Alcohol-related diseases and alcoholic myopathy

F10. G31.2, G40.51, G62.1

12. External causes of injury and poisoning

V01-X44, X46-Y891

12.1. Motor vehicle accidents

V01-X44, X46-Y891

12.2. Other transport accidents

V01-X44, X46-Y891

12.3. Accidental falls

W00-W19

12.4. Suicide and self-inflicted injury

X60-X84, Y87.0

*

Defined by World Health Organization. OECD Health Data 2010.

3. Results
In 2010, the age standardized PYLL-rates for populations of Helsinki, Edmonton, and Saint Petersburg were
correspondingly; 3839, 3967 and 7254 (Table 2). Health of population in Helsinki is only slightly better than
that of Edmonton. However, PYLL-rate for the population of Saint Petersburg is about twice as high as in the
other cities.
In Figure 1, the three cities have been compared with their respective national averages. Since the PYLLrates are those of the focus populations and not from a sample and these populations are large enough, the stan-
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Figure 1. Potential years of life lost (PYLL), all (female & male), female, male in Edmonton, Helsinki and
Saint Petersburg compared with national averages in Canada, Finland and Russia.
Table 2. Potential Years of Life Lost (PYLL-rate) in Edmonton, Helsinki and Saint Petersburg in 2010*.
Edmonton

Helsinki

St. Petersburg

PYLL (SD)

PYLL (SD)

PYLL (SD)

Total

3967 (132)

3839 (134)

7254 (76)

Men

4865 (206)

5325 (217)

10,592 (124)

Women

3051 (168)

2494 (163)

4463 (92)

*

Age-standardized per 100,000 citizens and standard deviations (SD) due to preventable causes of premature death defined by the World Health Organization.

dard deviations of the total PYLL-rates were not considered necessary since the confidence intervals of annual
total PYLL-rates are small. E.g., for Finland the PYLL-rate for 2010-2014 was 3321 and the corresponding
95%CI was only 44. PYLL-rates in Edmonton and Helsinki are 23 and 13 percent worse than the national averages. On the contrary, in Saint Petersburg, PYLL-rate is 37 percent better than in all Russia. The PYLL-rates for
males and females follow the same pattern. However, PYLL-rate for women in Saint Petersburg is only 28 percent better than Russian national average. In Canada and Finland, PYLL-rate and therefore the health of city
population is worse than national average whereas in Russia, the health of population in large city is considerably better than the national average.
According to comparison of Canada’s Alberta [12] [13] province and Finland’s demographically similar areas
[14] [15], the differences in PYLL-rates between cities were at least as big as the differences between countries
[16]. Major causes of prematurely lost years of life varied considerably between the three cities (Table 3).
The biggest public health problem measured by PYLL-rates in Edmonton and Helsinki is injury. In Saint Petersburg, injury is in second place, however, losses caused by injury were higher (1385) than in the other two cities. Injuries comprised in Edmonton 30 percent, in Helsinki 27 percent and in Saint Petersburg 19 percent of the
total PYLL-losses. In Helsinki, suicides comprised 42 percent, in Edmonton 32 percent and in Saint Petersburg
15 percent of all injury losses.
The biggest public health problem measured by PYLL-rates in Saint Petersburg is cardiovascular disease,
CVD (2163). In Edmonton (489) and in Helsinki (609), CVDs were in third place. CVDs comprised in Saint
Petersburg 30 percent, in Helsinki 16 percent and in Edmonton 12 percent of the total PYLL-losses.
Among men in Saint Petersburg, CVDs comprised 34 percent of total PYLL-losses, in Helsinki 18 percent
and in Edmonton 14 percent. The best situation of PYLL due to CVD was among women in Edmonton (278)
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Table 3. Potential Years of Life Lost (PYLL-rate) for selected preventable causes of death in Edmonton, Helsinki and Saint
Petersburg in 2010*.
Edmonton

Helsinki

St. Petersburg

PYLL (SD)

PYLL (SD)

PYLL (SD)

Total

777 (53)

736 (48)

1129 (23)

Men

780 (93)

795 (70)

1269 (33)

Women

778 (93)

690 (65)

1052 (33)

Total

489 (53)

609 (39)

2163 (31)

Men

695 (97)

983 (68)

3560 (56)

Women

278 (91)

282 (41)

1,062 (30)

Total

134 (46)

541 (37)

495 (15)

Men

185 (89)

847 (66)

815 (28)

Women

81 (89)

261 (35)

224 (14)

Total

1185 (74)

1054 (75)

1385 (38)

Men

1556 (129)

1578 (128)

2166 (64)

Women

808 (88)

565 (84)

660 (41)

Total

377 (52)

439 (49)

206 (14)

Men

532 (94)

634 (84)

342 (25)

Women

220 (85)

258 (53)

78 (14)

Cancer

CVD

Alcohol

Injury

Suicide

*

Age-standardized per 100,000 citizens and standard deviations (SD) due to preventable causes of premature death defined by the World Health Organization.

and Helsinki was very close (282). In Saint Petersburg, PYLL-rate due to CVD among women was about four
times worse (1062). PYLL-rate due to CVD among men (3560) in Saint Petersburg was about 5 times higher
than in Edmonton (695).
The second biggest public health problem measured by PYLL-rates is cancer in Edmonton (777) and in Helsinki (736). In Saint Petersburg, PYLL-rate due to cancer (1129) is in third place, although it is 1.5 times higher
than in the other two cities. In Saint Petersburg, among women PYLL-rate due to cancer (1052) is as big a problem as CVDs (1062).
In three cities, premature human losses due to cancer affect both sexes fairly equally. The difference in
PYLL-rate due to cancer between men and women is the biggest in Saint Petersburg (21 percent higher among
men than women). In Helsinki among women, PYLL-rate due to cancer (690) is in first place and it causes 28
percent of the total PYLL-losses.
Alcohol-related diseases are the fourth biggest cause for premature losses of human capital in all three cities
(Edmonton 4 percent, Helsinki 14 percent, and Saint Petersburg 7 percent). With respect to PYLL due to alcohol
related diseases. In terms of absolute losses per 100,000 citizens, PYLL-rate due to alcohol related diseases is
worst in Helsinki (541). Among the Finnish men, this figure (847) is bigger than all cancer-related losses (795).
Although this problem is much worse among Finnish and Russian men than among Canadian men, women in
Helsinki have a three times higher rate of alcohol caused PYLL losses than women in Edmonton.
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4. Discussion

Mortality statistics are considered among most comparable ones, although procedures of registering and classifying the causes of death might differ in different countries [17] [18]. In calculation of PYLL-rates, it is extremely important that at least three pieces of information on each individual death are reliably reported: the age
of a dead person, the cause of the death, and the residence of the dead person. The results from previous forensic
studies show that there is quite a variation in the reporting of the actual cause of death. For the purposes of this
study, it was agreed that the nationally and officially reported causes of deaths would be used. If there is an epidemiological mistake, it would most likely concern the frequencies of deaths due to cardiovascular diseases,
those due to alcohol consumption, and those due to suicides. The probability of these mistakes was estimated
and it was concluded that these mistakes are minor compared to those due to the logic of competitive causes of
death. Unlike in the calculation of SMR, the number of deaths has different weight in the calculation of PYLLrates, depending on ages of the deceased. Since PYLL-rates take into account simultaneously both the number
of deceased and the age of deceased, they are more sensitive than SMR in identifying past effects and future
needs of health political actions. Health political problem of SMR is in its way to not to disintegrate different
causes of death from the age of death. PYLL-rate is especially sensitive in detecting premature deaths among
young people. An individual who has died at age 30 will give PYLL-rate with same numerical value as eight individuals who died at 65. PYLL-rate is also more sensitive than expected length of life, since it focuses only on
preventable premature deaths.
Cause-specific PYLL-rates also facilitate identification of competing causes of death. For example in Saint
Petersburg, the proportion of mortality rate among women under age 70 due to diseases of circulatory system
and malignant neoplasms was 69 percent, whereas the corresponding proportion of PYLL-rate was 53 percent.
Among men, corresponding proportions were 60 percent and 45 percent. Accordingly, in making strategic
choices of interventions for improvement of health status of target population, the potential consequences due to
various types of evidence based on either PYLL-rates or SMRs must be based on clear understanding of the differences in the rationale from these observations. Are we focusing on causes of premature deaths or on causes of
frequent deaths?
Cause of death data has been acquired from the official medical information in Canadian, Finnish and Russian
death certificates and corresponding death registers. Reliability of these depends on the quality of information
provided by the physician in determining the cause of death and writing the death certificate. Factors include
how correctly the basic cause of death has been determined, what coding procedures prevail, how the classification and grouping of codes into statistics are done, and whether the death certificate is filled in appropriately.
For example, diabetes-originated deaths might be caused by vascular events and suicides might be underreported
due to religious practices. PYLL-rates do not provide complete epidemiological picture of morbidity of a given
population. E.g., PYLL-rates do not report mental and orthopedic disorders properly. It is important to further
develop reporting of different competing causes of death in terms of diagnostic groups. A traffic accident as a
cause of death might have been a suicide, which could have been proceeded by alcohol or drug abuse.
Before ICD-10 classification, several previous versions of disease classification have been used. In order to
make available information internationally comparable, certain causes of death had to be relocated between
these preventable 12 main categories and 15 sub-categories [6]. The cause of death classification has been made
on the basis of time series classification used in the statistics on causes of death according to ICD. Time series
classification in Canada could not be used in some cause of death classes. They have been formed separately
using the ICD-codes of each time in question.
Another type of critical discussion of the results of this study needs to focus on the medical and academic differences in the definition and criteria of preventable premature deaths as ICD-10 codes. There are numerous
studies published on avoidable deaths, e.g., in Canada and Belgium, and in these studies the selection of preventable causes of death differ from those defined by the World Health Organization [19]-[21].
As the calculation of PYLL is tied to average life expectancy, age 75 years has been used as the cut-off for
PYLL calculation in Canada since the 1990s. In Finland, the currently applied cut-off point for national purposes is 80 years. The internationally and chronologically comparable PYLL monitoring uses life expectancy of 70
years in OECD countries. Therefore PYLL-rates for Edmonton and Helsinki had to be re-calculated. Life expectancy at birth is relatively high in Canada and Finland and most chronic diseases develop later in life, ignoring many of the deaths that occur after age 70. PYLL calculation of this study does not take into account pre-
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mature losses of human capital attributable to preventable causes of death in older age. On the other hand, preventing premature death at a young age rather than beyond 70 can be seen as a bigger priority at least from national economics point of view.
Lowering of high PYLL-rates will often require measures outside the health system [4] [16]. The European
study on intra-city inequities in health [19] has made similar conclusions. According to the results of this study,
priorities of objectives could be identified and health promotion more effectively implemented. In Saint Petersburg, the highest cause-specific PYLL-rates were due to cardiovascular diseases. To reduce this PYLL-rate,
comprehensive program of health promotion was launched against non-communicable diseases. In Helsinki,
high PYLL-rate due to harmful use of alcohol needs to be addressed by reducing access to alcohol, restricting
advertisement, and increasing its cost. Finnish PHC services need to focus more on early identification and brief
intervention of harmful use of alcohol. In Edmonton, high PYLL-rates due to injuries and cancer need to be
more closely analyzed. Information on the types (home, work, traffic, suicide, violence) and sites of injuries are
needed to plan effective intervention strategies. To reduce PYLL-rates due to cancer, more information is
needed on their incidence and the availability, access, compliance, and outcome of treatment without forgetting
to analyze respective differences in social, educational, and ethnic groups.
Increasing social and health care costs hardly helps to reduce premature deaths. In addition to traditional
life-style related risks (tobacco and unhealthy diet), modern phenomena like stress, harmful use of alcohol, and
low level of physical activity increasingly contribute to premature deaths [22]. In avoidance of some cases of
premature death, a timely availability of health services might be crucial, e.g., in treatment of cancer. Although
the loss of human capital (high PYLL rate) is a major obstacle [23] for economic growth (GNP) in each of the
cities in this study, the loss could be reduced by intentional and better focused interventions.

Key Points
 It is known that between Canada, Russia, and Finland the life-expectancies and the causes of death vary.
 Until now it has not been known what is the PYLL-rate for a Russian district or what are the main causes of
premature deaths there.
 Results demonstrate that the PYLL-rates and the causes of premature deaths vary considerably between the
three countries and the selected comparative districts.
 It also shows that in the selected Russian district, Saint Petersburg, the PYLL-rates correspond to those of
Canada and Finland about 15 to 20 years ago.
 The results suggest that priorities of health promotion and policy to reduce cause-specific PYLL-rates should
differ considerably depending on country and locality.
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